
MORE ON SIMPLICIAL CATS

Recall from last week:

-monoidal categories, functors, not, transformations, etc.

- Enriched categories, functors, not transformations, etc.

Lemma. We have a 2-functor

cat-> Lat

E:V-> vms Ex:atitr a (functor

ob &2 =ob2, Homet(x,y) =eHome(x,y).
Thissends monoidal adjunctions to adjunctions.

Def:caty is the category of simplicial categories, i.e.

categories enriched over Set.

Lemma:ty is bicomplete.

Recall from earlier:we have adjunctions
io-connected components
-I
-

et Set
-

c
- constantsimplicial set
*

eve-evaluation at [0]



Lemma. These all ofthese functors are moneidal, and so are

the adjunctions, so we get adjunctions

&
=(10) - homotopy category

I

at- tart enrichment
-Hom(0 -)* u

=Levox- underlying category-

Idea ofproof:both set and set are cartesian (a =x),

so we have canonical maps

->
X ->

FX

xxY us F(XxY) us F(XxY) -> FXxFY.
-> Y

->
FX

· c and eve are right adjoints, so they preserve products.

· For tos consider

(x +Y).Es Xox Yo

↓ ↓
RoxxY) -> Roxx RoY

mustbe subjective I also injective since
we can liftrelations,
because er, ismoneidal. B

Terminology. LettheCat, a morphism x-y in t

is a morphism xy in it, i.e. a c-simplexof

Home(xiy). Amorphism in t is an equivalence ifits

image in it is an isomorphism.



Next:defining the nerve ofa simplicial category.

We do this by constructing a cosimplicial object in Cato.

↓- at

Def. Let Ibe a finite non-emptytotally ordered set,ijtJ.

Pii
=[I=J:i,je [and k= [ => i =k= j]
=E subsets of[hij] containing the endpoints 3.

Pij is a postunder inclusion.

Ifis, then Pij= 0. If i = j =kc5, then

Wi,, xNjk ->Ni,k

(I, I') is[UI

is an associative binary operation. [n]

For each 5, we have a simplicial category (CAT]:

·b K(85) =5, Howesot (vi) = 4*if
is s

N(Pij) ow.

composition is induced by the bincy operation above.

Lemma. Let n =1, 5 =[n]. Then

(a) N(P0n) =()n-2

(b) Pi, = Po, j-i.
proof. (b) is clear. For Cal, suffices to show

Pon =[2] x... x [1]
-

*

an element ofthisrepresents

↑
n- 1 times a subsetof (0,n) in [n].

Sie (Xs(i), ..., XS(n-1))



Lemma. If t isa category withan initial or terminal

object, the NCC) is contractible. Oct initial -> 0 => Le
ex[13 -- e vN(2) x0- NCes

Cor. For izi, HowK5] (vi) is contractible.

Lemmon. Thereis a unique isomorphism tcKC"]=[n]

which is the identityon objects. Hence, we have a

canonical functor (Can] -> c[n].
CC0- 3

Lemma. The assignment 554953 defines a functor

Endset -> Catw

In particular, we have a cosimplicial object- cato given

by (n3-4[or].

Idea ofproof:Unfolding definitions, it suffices to construct

for any monotere map f:5+5' and isjet, a

monotone map Dig -> Pfci),f(j). This is Ite f(z). I

Det. For tecato, its simplicialnerve (or homotopy-

coherentnerve) is the sset:

Nen =Horcaty (K(02], 2)

Lemma. If eat, the NCC)= N(ce).

Proofi NCceJn =Homcay (K(On], ct)

=Homat (ine[n], e)

=Homat ((n], 2) =N(2)n.



Discussion. Whatdo low dimensional) simplices inNCE) look

like? 10,0]
Ul

· CCW0] has a single objectand Home(00s (0,0) =NLPo,0) =D
213

· KCA] has two objects and all hom-ssets are we Po,1

Hence, C(00] =c10] and KCR13 =c[1].

· NeJo =Homaty (K[], e) =Homat (10], we)

=ob ut =ob2.

· NC2) =Homcty (K(0, 2) =Homcat (21], wel
=morut =more.

What is [P2)? It has three objects. All hom-sSets are

80 except Home (23 (0,2)
=NLPo,2)

=W. 20,23, 20,1,23

Hence, a simplicial functor 402]->2 picks out.
gf,h

0023
se ne **

=76m(X,z)

0 - 2 x-Z
- 1-simplex

I h

Lemma. Thereisa unique colimit preserving functor

&C-3: sset - catc
-

which sends 5KCO"]. It isleft-adjointto N.

fact. KC-I preserves monomorphisms,i.e. If ACX is an

inclusion of ssets the CCAT-K[X].



Lemma. Let0c;<n. &(1Y] =[On] is given by:
-

(2) ob 4(-1?] =ob K(8n].

(2) HOMe(1Y] (ik) = Homecony (c.kl except

-

-
Home" (0,n) &Hompany (0,n)---
which isgiven by the subsimplicial set of (An-1

-

obtained by deleting the interior ofthe bettori-face.

Proofidea:1 =U Chlis so look at e[Anlit] [K(On].
if

Lemma. NICS isa composer. Further, if all hou-ssets in t are

Ken complexes then NCC) is an 80-category.

Proof:
In -> N(e) &[In) -> 2

.... Ens ↓ ...
&[C3-

But we have a retraction of K(i]-CC0].

To see this, note 4(2)=c(n) since I" =In"root".
But we saw there isa unique simplicial functor

CC8]-> a(n) that isthe identity on objects. Then

aKC02]-> cIn
is the identity,



For Kan complexes, need Oc;<n

-1 - NICS a]= e

↓.... ↓ .

un Dang.-
From the previous lemma, we only need to worry about

f

Home(1;](0,n) ->Home(flo), f(21)

↓ .

7

Home20,n).
-

-

Butthis follows from the fact thatthevertical map is

dre. One checks that this extension in factdefines

a simplicial functor. I

Remark. Nerves of categories enriched over kan complexes

will be(8,11-categories?

Def. Consider the simplicial category of ch-complexes

and hom-ssets thesingular setof themapping space.

As simplicial nerve isthe co-category of spaces, e.

Lemma. The product and coproduct of so-cats isan x-cat.

Proof. For product, find extension in each factor and then

put together. For coproduct, note that , and I are

connected. B



bet. A sub-a-cat est is a subsimplicial set

determined by subsets x =Co and Set, between

objects in X and closed under composition an equivalences.

An in-simplexofa belongs in eliff the edges of its

restriction to the spire In are in S. Asubcategory is

full if I contains all Isimplices whose boundary is in X.

Lemma. Asub-x-category isan a-cat. Its homotopy

category is the subcategory of he on the image ofS.

e-e

d ↓
Nine') -> N(he)

is a pullback. For my subcategory cht, this pullback

gives a sub-a-cat.

cor. Thereis a 1-to-1 correspondence between sub-co-cats of

e and subcategories ofht. Full correspond to full.

Def. Anatural transformation between functors fig: 2- 0

is a simplicial map exc+t that restricts to f and g.-

Remark. This exactly a 1-simplexin He (2,0).
-

We will see that I (2,0) isalso as x-cat and

N(Fm(e,6)) =H(N2, ND) since N is fullyfaithful.

- xA +H(A,-)



(a)libration =sSeh

LetA(left/rightliner) fibration pill--S has the

RLP art left/right/immer horns
M

right
lifting eg aneye is an inner libration itisahe

SeMor(C)

XR(S) =32: xee) I have RCP art 83 y2(s) (LRP)

AR (Bleft horns3)=Left Fibration.

LetAwep 8:Art is [tefflright linner) anodyue if it has LRP art

C..- ) fibrations. i.e. ALLXR(lettright/inner horns))

-x(Xr(s))==x(s)

Let:A ScMorce) is red it.

1) it contains all isos

2) Stable under peshacts: A- Al

sacdes
3) Stable retracts: id

**A
41his fill if its, so is il

B-B- Bl
-

4) Stable under contable composition (IN-diagram)
Art HireArt..-ES tj.

=>eslmta."



5) Coprods:It SAjEsBj3 jz]cS

-

j es

AScMorCC). The safedosweof 5 is the

smallest strated set containing, i.e. 5 =1T
↑saturated
T>S

im S,2 More. Then, ACS) is saturated.

It A- X
~ o A-A

↑1...*18es xetirees
B-Y

id

atteene
·

Ate
a similaby for
copro

[

- Eid

!
P:(Snall Object Argument) e=sSet E

small
Let S =EA:+Bj3 <MorCe) St. Als have finitely many now-drysimplices.

Then
away

2: X-Yin sale can be factorized.

X =Y

usg
sit. he5, geya(s).


